
SERVICES INFO PACK



Grants can feel complicated. Prosper exists to help you
navigate available grants, and to help you prepare
applications. 

At the end of the day, grant agencies want their
money out in the community. They just need to know
that the way it’s being spent aligns with their
aspirations. We can help you spell out what you’re
working on, so that it is easy for grant agencies to
understand why they should fund you.

Prosper will give you confidence in your submission.

While available grant rounds, and how they are
awarded, is ultimately at the discretion of grant
agencies, we can help bring you clarity and
confidence in these processes. 

We are able to either write a draft grant submission
for you or review a submission you have drafted. 

overview



Grant Connect
Grant Guru
The Grants Hub
Funding Centre

TAKE THE FIRST STEPS...

So you’re interested in applying for a grant yourself?
How exciting! We like sharing our knowledge here at
Wattle Consultancy, and the following is a snapshot to
help you get underway!

There are a number of sites that compile available
grants for ease of access. These include: 

Many government departments and local
governments also have their own grant websites,
which may be updated more regularly than the few
sites listed above. Please note that the resources listed
are a snapshot of the sites available and not an
exhaustive list. 

You can have a look at what’s on these sites to see
what grants are available (and what might suit your
idea!), and to get a feel for what is required in a grant
application. 
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https://help.grants.gov.au/
https://grantguru.com/au
https://www.thegrantshub.com.au/
https://www.fundingcentre.com.au/


Ok…You’ve had a look into where we start, but you don’t have the time and/or
know-how to write an application yourself. We can do it for you! 

Before we draft a grant submission, we will need some information from you. This
information will generally include ‘who’ you are (an individual, business, not-for-
profit, sports club, etc.) and ‘what’ you’re seeking funding for (equipment,
infrastructure, project management, etc.). We know that projects are highly
diverse, and so are grant rounds, so it’s best to book a call with us so we can
discuss how we could collaborate. 

Our Prosper service is for grant writing only.

If you are after more support in preparing your program, we suggest pairing our
Prosper and Assure services. With this pair, we are able to work with you to build a
program for your community, before applying for funding to implement the
program. 

If you’re a government agency looking for support in preparing a strategic plan for
your local government area, there may be state or federal funding available to
develop these plans. We can pair our Reflect and Prosper services to assist you
with both applying for funding for the project and also implementing the project. 

We are able to prepare a tailored quote for any paired offerings. 

Working with us



Meet your consultant

Hi, I’m Mikaela, the Founder and Director of Wattle Consultancy.

Having grown up in regional communities, including Kyogle on

Bundjalung Country and Bunbury on Noongar Boodja, I’ve

witnessed firsthand the disparities in resource distribution.

I’m a keen problem solver and an enthusiastic chatter, and I’ve

found that when combined these skills can result in a plethora of

innovative solutions. Paired with my technical skills as a social

scientist and town planner, I’m positioned to empower your

community or organisation to flourish.

I’m living in Bunbury, WA, and outside my work I like to keep busy

at the local football (soccer) club, reading about innovative land-

use and societal changes (what can I say, I’m obsessed with the

sector) and spending time with friends.

Mikaela Kerwin
Founder & Director

mikaela@wattleconsultancy.com.au

Connect with Mikaela on LinkedIn

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mikaela-kerwin-47b627118/?originalSubdomain=au


We’re all about your community’s success. Our values are deeply
rooted in empowering regional, rural, and remote areas, ensuring
that our work resonates with the needs and aspirations of your
unique community.

Community-centric approach

We thrive when we bring everyone to the table – from government
agencies to businesses and community groups.
Our strength lies in fostering open discussions that harmonise
diverse visions.

Inclusive collaboration

We don’t believe in one-size-fits-all solutions. Every community has
its own story, and our approach reflects this.
We’re committed to delivering solutions that make a tangible
difference where it matters most.

Real solutions & real impact

Our Values
Rest assured that ethical practice and transparency is paramount to us.
 
Before working with your organisation on a social research project, we
will discuss the necessity of prior and informed consent from
communities, and what this might look like for your project. We also
take care to handle the social data with a high degree of security in
order to increase the safety of your community. 



Next Steps
As our Prosper service varies depending on your project, we will
prepare a tailored quote for you to ensure value for your
community. We encourage you to call for an obligation-free
quote, or to speak more about your needs!

www.watleconsultancy.com.au
mikaela@wattleconsultancy.com.au

Contact Wattle Consultancy

BOOK A CALL

https://wattleconsultancy.com.au/meeting

